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One significant difference between real and simulated flight on the ground are the stimuli 
or cues provided to the pilot. Due to physical and/or cost constraints, it is nearly impossible 
to match all the cues experienced in the air in ground-based simulators. Motion cues, in 
particular, are severely affected by the limits imposed on the ground, such as the extent of 
travel and the dynamics bandwidth. Researchers have been struggling for decades to 
develop a better understanding on how pilots' behavior and performance in the simulator 
are affected by these limitations, and to determine the motion-cueing requirements 
appropriate to the purposes of the simulation. It has been demonstrated that motion cues 
can affect pilot-vehicle performance and pilot behavior in ground-based simulators. 
However, whether motion cues affect behavior and performance appears to be a function of 
pilot task, vehicle dynamics, and cueing quality (of motion and other cues). The 
experimental design also greatly affects the validity (whether the data answer the research 
question) and reliability (whether the results can be replicated) of a study. This paper is 
developing a systematic approach to re-examine past studies in an effort to develop a 
comprehensive understanding of the effects of motion in ground-based flight simulators. 

Nomenclature 
AXp = pilot station acceleration, longitudinal, ft/sec2 

AYp = pilot station acceleration, lateral, ft/sec2

c.g. = center of gravity 
DOF = degree of freedom 
e-τs = time delay in frequency domain 
FOV = field of view 
g = gravity acceleration, ft/sec2

.

h  = vertical speed, ft/sec 
I = task input in frequency domain 
KP = constant in modeling pilot transfer function 
KV = constant in modeling vehicle dynamics 
Lp = helicopter roll acceleration due to roll rate, 1/sec 
M = aircraft states in frequency domain 
msec = milliseconds 
OTW = out the window 
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s = first derivative in frequency domain, sec-1 

s2 = second derivative in frequency domain, sec-2

YPe = pilot transfer function in a compensatory path 
YPi = pilot transfer function in the pursuit path 
YV = simulated vehicle transfer function 
δc = collective input 
δLat = lateral stick input 
δr = rudder input 
ωBW = first-order system bandwidth, rad/sec 
ωc = crossover frequency, rad/sec 
ωTASK = task frequency, rad/sec 

.

ψ  = turn rate, rad/sec 
..

ψ  = yaw acceleration, rad/sec2 

I. Introduction 
It is well known that human pilots will quite successfully adapt their behavior to many different control 

situations, and in the process optimize the pilot-vehicle performance for the task.1 Due to the artifact of ground-
based flight simulations, e.g., visual transport delay, scene content, and specific force cues, the exact flying 
experience in a real cockpit may not be fully reproduced in ground-based flight simulators. Pilots are expected to 
change their control strategy and behavior depending on perceived simulation cues under a given task. How pilots 
adapt to simulation cues, and what the requirements are for different types of simulation cues to fulfill different 
missions, has been the focus of many studies. This is particularly true for motion cues. Due to the travel limits 
imposed by the motion platform, all ground-based simulators are restricted to issuing attenuated motion commands. 
These commands use frequency-dependent motion-drive algorithms,2,3 which depend on both the dynamics of the 
task to be flown and the dynamics of the simulated airplane. The motion cueing characteristics need to be carefully 
considered when designing and analyzing the results of an experiment.1

A systematic approach is warranted to analyze and reach practical conclusions from the vast body of literature 
available on motion cueing in ground-based flight simulators. Without identifying all key factors that directly 
influence pilots’ control behavior in ground-based flight simulations and considering them in the context of the 
entire controlled system, conclusions drawn from individual experiments may only reveal local effects due to 
specific simulation cueing elements. This will limit the lessons that can be learned from these studies. 

When considering an experiment, it is also very important to examine whether the design is valid and reliable. 
The term "validity" relates to whether the experiment does indeed answer the question posed by the experimenter, or 
whether the results are an artifact of a design flaw. "Reliability" refers to the ability to replicate an experiment and 
produce the same results, which would show that the results are due to the intended independent variables chosen by 
the experimenters instead of some accidentally introduced variability. 

Based on the above factors, this paper proposes an approach to review past studies related to motion cueing. The 
paper summarizes the initial steps of the approach, demonstrates their application to a few selected studies, and 
makes recommendations for future elaboration of the approach. Note that pilots respond to a combination of 
simulation cues presented to them during simulated flight. Although the focus of this paper is simulator motion, 
future expansions of the approach described in this paper will also consider the fidelity of cues such as those 
provided, e.g., by the control-force and sound systems. 

II. Task and Vehicle Dynamics 
Using a closed-loop control system analogy, McRuer4 classifies tasks into three types, i.e., compensatory, 

pursuit, and precognitive, as shown in Fig. 1. In a compensatory task, the pilot reacts to system-output errors, 
exercising closed-loop feedback control of the airplane. In a pursuit task, in addition to responding to task-
performance error, the pilot also uses the information on the state of the system when applying control inputs, e.g., 
the state of the lead aircraft to be followed in a formation flight. Most of the tasks performed in ground-based 
simulators are pursuit tasks. In pursuit tasks, using information from the out-the-window (OTW) visual scene or 
displays, pilots combine two control approaches, namely, open-loop feed-forward control using target-state 
information to generate lead, and closed-loop compensatory control using error information to correct tracking 
errors. A third type of task, described as precognitive, emerges when pilots are so familiar with the vehicle 
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characteristics that they can choose from a set of previously 
learned responses, performing the task in an open-loop 
programmed-control-like fashion. 

From Fig. 1, transfer functions between airplane states, 
m, and task, i, and between airplane states and error, e, can 
be written as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). In these equations, if 
the pursuit path is dominant and pilots can achieve an open-
loop response of YPiYV=1, then |M|/|I|→1, and |E|/|I|→0.1 
Estimated pilot transfer functions according to this approach 
are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Estimated primary functions

Vehicle Transfer Function, YV Pilot Transfer F
YPe

Constant: KV 1/KV
Rate system: KV/s s/KV
Rate system with a time constant, 1/a: 
KV/s(s+a) 

s(s+a)/KV

Acceleration system: KV/s2 s2/KV
 

If, however, it is assumed that the compensatory path is d
closed-loop system is simplified to a single loop as shown in Fig
a pilot-vehicle feedback control system by quantitatively des
experimental data they distilled the pilot-vehicle crossover mo
adapt their control strategy so as to preserve such open-loop p
loop relationship has been demonstrated in both fixed-
base and motion-base flight simulators.5 

i
Task

i
Task

Figu
relat

 
YPeYV = ωc e-τs/s    (3) 

 
The approximate pilot transfer functions derived for 

the control-system set investigated according to this 
crossover model are shown in Table 2. The table shows 
how pilots adapt their control behavior or primary 
function relative to the vehicle dynamics. 

Table 2. Estimated primary functions of pilots in a compe

Vehicle Transfer Function, YV Pilot Transfer Fu
YPe

Constant: KV ΚP e-τs/s 
Rate system: KV/s ΚP e-τs

Rate system with a time constant, 
1/a: KV/s(s+a) 

ΚP(s+a)e-τs

Acceleration system: KV/s2 ΚPse-τs
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III. Visual Cues  
In ground-based flight simulators, pilots use the aircraft-state and performance-error information acquired from 

simulation cues, i.e., visual, motion, inceptor cues, and/or aural cues, to generate appropriate control commands to 
the simulated aircraft. Among them, pilots rely most heavily on visual cues. They provide pilots with spatial 
orientation and position relative to the tasks. Visual cueing delay due to image generation and transport delay, which 
used to reduce cue effectiveness, has been improved to an acceptable level. Another technical advance is the 
availability of wide field-of-view (FOV) display systems that provide peripheral vision. Peripheral vision has been 
shown to play an important role in the emergence of vection, or the illusion of motion.6

IV. Motion Drive Algorithms and Platform Dynamics 
There are three major components in motion drive algorithms. They are high-pass washout filter, tilt 

compensation, and coordinated crossover logic due to angular motion.3 All three components are frequency 
dependent, and their cueing effects are dependent on the simulated-airplane dynamics and the flying tasks. High-
pass washout filters provide good motion phase responses at high frequency. However, for frequencies below the 
washout-filter frequency, a frequency-dependent phase lead relative to the visual cues is inevitable. Tilt provides a 
tradeoff for simulating low frequency translational motion cues, which typically demand large travel.  Low 
frequency sway and surge cues are produced by tilting the cockpit and using the gravity to produce the desired 
specific force. By doing so, simulator travel demand is preserved, but has to be constrained by tilt rate and phase 
delay stemming from the use of a first-order low-pass filter. Coordinated translational motion to minimize 
unintended gravity force due to angular motion has been found to improve the motion fidelity in rotorcraft flight 
simulations.7,8 Because low-frequency angular motion has already been attenuated by the application of high-pass 
filtering, tasks within a frequency range above the tilting frequency are subject to cross feed. 

V. Experimental Validity and Reliability 
In addition to the task and simulator characteristics, the outcome of an experiment is also affected by the 

experiment design. An experiment is considered "valid" if the design does indeed answer the question it is supposed 
to answer. For example, data from questionnaires that pilots completed after flying a simulator will not reveal the 
effect of simulator characteristics on pilot-vehicle behavior and task performance, but only on pilots’ conscious 
perceptions. In fact, if pilots knew which simulator characteristics were manipulated as part of the experiment, their 
answers may reflect preconceived opinions rather than their actual perceptions during the experiment. Even pilot-
vehicle performance data collected from the simulator may be misleading if pilots were able to stabilize vehicle 
performance by adopting a different strategy to compensate for cue deficiencies, e.g. To fully understand the effect 
of the characteristics compared, it is important to look at pilots’ control inputs as well. Finally, for a valid answer to 
the question of whether a particular simulator characteristic affects the training of pilots to fly the real airplane, it is 
important to look at how the simulator characteristics affect transfer of training to the airplane rather than just the 
performance/behavior in the simulator. Vice versa, when the simulator configuration is examined as a tool for pilot 
proficiency checks, then transfer from the airplane to the simulator needs to be tested. Because measurement of 
transfer between the simulator and the airplane may not be possible for a variety of reasons, researchers more and 
more resort to quasi-transfer between the simulator configuration to be tested and a configuration representing a 
higher degree of fidelity.9,10 

Reliability refers to the ability of an experiment to be replicated. Reliable data will be obtained in an experiment 
free of nuisance variables such as drift in simulator performance or measurement-instrument precision and 
idiosyncratic variability between pilots. The first two can be avoided by careful calibration. Sampling pilots from the 
same populations may reduce pilot variability (e.g., all captains qualified for the same airplane with a similar 
background). Counterbalancing across experimental groups may control variability that can not be controlled by the 
above measures, so that, e.g., the background of the pilots across the different experimental groups averages out. 
Any residual variability must be washed out by increasing the number of pilots tested. Statistical power analyses 
will indicate what size of an effect could have been detected given the number of pilots and their idiosyncratic 
variability. Power analyses are especially important when the experimental results confirm the null hypothesis, i.e., 
that the experimental manipulation had no effect. Without determining what size of an effect could have been found 
if there had been one, it is impossible to be sure that no operationally relevant effects have been masked by the 
variability between pilots.11 
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VI. Description of Approach 
Based on understanding the interactions between task and vehicle dynamics and pilot behavior, the effects of 

visual cues, the fundamental principles of motion-drive algorithms, and the importance of experimental design, the 
following approach is proposed to review past studies regarding the effect of motion cues. 

First, the experimental design is examined to establish the validity and reliability of the results. Then, the nature 
of the tasks performed by the pilots participating in the investigation is determined. This provides information on the 
control strategies pilots need to adopt to complete the task, i.e., to achieve an open-loop pilot-vehicle response of 
YPiYV =1 for pursuit tasks, or of YPeYV = ωc e-τs/s (Eq. (3)) for compensatory tasks. The estimated pilot functions for 
different vehicle dynamics are listed in Table 1 for pursuit tasks and Table 2 for compensatory tasks. Next, the 
quality of the simulation cues used in the investigation is considered. For visual cues, transport delay and FOV are 
two key cueing-quality parameters. Others are display resolution, brightness, and scene content. The quality of the 
motion cues depends mainly on the dynamics of the motion platform, the type of motion drive algorithms, and the 
duration of the motion transport delays and motion/visual cue lags. 

To determine how the different types of simulator cues affected pilot-vehicle performance and/or behavior in 
past studies, an attempt is made to categorize the type of cues based on pilots' primary function. A cue that is 
assumed to directly help pilots conform to the estimated primary pilot function is called a principal cue. For 
example, if pilot’s primary function is a rate system, the principal cue is angular rate or velocity. Supplemental cues 
are cues pilots may use to derive or supplement the principal cue. Based on their role in supporting the flying task, 
visual cues and motion cues are categorized according to the estimated pilot functions shown in Table 3. In the 
reviews of past investigations, we will first examine the effect of the principal cues, and then the effect of the 
supplementary cues. 

 
Table 3. Available simulation cues according to pilot primary function in a task 

 Principal Cues Supplemental Cues 
Pilot Primary  

Function 
Visual Motion** Visual Motion** 

Gain Attitude or position None Rate or 
velocity 

Rate or velocity 
Acceleration 

Rate Rate or velocity Rate or velocity Acceleration * Acceleration 
Lead Rate or velocity Rate or velocity Acceleration* Acceleration 

Acceleration Acceleration* Acceleration None Rate of change of acceleration 
         * Limited by spatial frequency 

 ** Limited by motion platform characteristics and travels 

VII. Review of Past Studies 

A. Review Study #1: Schroeder’s yaw experiment12 
1. Validity and Reliability 

The study provides valid answers to the question of what are the effects of different types and levels of rotational 
and translational motion on pilot-vehicle performance, pilot workload, and pilots' subjective motion-fidelity and 
handling-quality perception in a helicopter simulator, by collecting data on each of these dependent variables. The 
paper does not explicitly state whether precautions were taken to exclude pilot bias. Each pilot served as his or her 
own control experiencing all simulator motion configurations. This kept the between-group variability low and 
indeed, a number of significant effects were found performing a 2x2 (translational vs. rotational motion, each 
present or absent) repeated measures analysis of variance despite the small number of pilots (6 for the first and 5 for 
the second task). No power analyses are presented, so the effect size that could have been found in the cases where 
none was found remains unknown. The order of presentation of the different configurations, which may affect the 
results due to pilot adaptation to simulator characteristics in a within-subject experiment, was randomized across 
pilots to control for adaptation effects. Pilot stimulation by the simulator is carefully described and was presumably 
stable during the experiment. In general, it is expected that these results are reliable and could be replicated. 
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2. Effect of Motion Cues 
1) Task: A 15° yaw offset and a 180° hover turn of a rotorcraft. Both tasks are compensatory since the offset error 

is clearly presented by OTW visual cues (Fig. 3). 
2) Vehicle dynamics: The rotorcraft’s yaw response is a first-order rate-command system, as shown in Eq. (4), 

which means that pilots' yaw command will result in a lagged yaw-rate response. According to Table 2, this is a 
rate system with a time constant. Therefore, the estimated pilot transfer function is of ΚP(s+a)e-τs type and the 
primary function of the pilot depends on the task frequency. There is a sway and surge coupling due to yaw 
acceleration and yaw rate, as given in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. 
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3) Visual cues: The experiment had ±40° FOV with a clearly marked target pole and background to provide 
heading error, and turn rate information as shown in Fig. 3. Visual cueing had a transport delay of 60 msec.  

4) Motion cues: Both full and no motion cues were applied in the yaw and translational degrees of freedom (DOF). 
Equivalent time delays for each motion DOF due to the motion system were 130 msec for yaw and sway, and 170 
msec for surge. 

5) Conclusions from the study: The study found full yaw motion cues (no attenuation) did not have an effect to 
pilot-vehicle performance (except for a marginal improvement in one of many measures). The results show that 
lateral motion cues significantly reduced yaw overshoot and pedal workload (root mean square pedal rate). 
Subjective motion fidelity ratings were significantly improved when translational motion cues were presented. 

6) Lessons learned: Table 2 shows that the primary function of the pilot depends on the task frequency. The time 
histories for both tasks indicate that, for heading stabilization, pilots had a pedal-input frequency of around 0.4 Hz 
(2.5 rad/sec) or higher. This is much higher than the first-order yaw-rate system, which has a bandwidth of 0.27 
rad/sec, and makes the vehicle dynamics more of an acceleration system than a rate system with a lag. Therefore, 
the pilot’s primary function would be closer to providing rate than lead. Table 3 indicates that the principal 
simulation cue for providing rate is turn rate. The 
OTW scene would provide heading and turn-rate 
information, which would be useful for pilots to 
close the outer heading loop with yaw-rate 
feedback to augment damping. Motion cues from 
the yaw DOF would also provide the turn-rate 
information to the pilot. In addition, since pilots 
were sitting 4.5 ft in front of the rotational center 
of the simulated rotorcraft, pilots were also 
subject to lateral acceleration cues. The study 
results indicate that yaw rate from platform 
motion did not help to improve pilot-vehicle 
performance. Instead, when the lateral-
acceleration motion cues were added, heading 
stabilization showed an improved damping response. This s
for the task. In order to achieve the desired damping for hea
the turn rate cues from the OTW scene to obtain appropriate

 

Figure 3
from Re

B. Review Study #2: Schroeder’s vertical experiment12 
1. Validity and Reliability 
The study provides valid data on the effect of varying motion
and subjective motion-fidelity perceptions of three experienc
experienced all 10 configurations at least once, in random orde
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. Out-of-window view of an offset heading task 
view Study #1. 
uggests that lateral-acceleration cues are more useful 
ding stabilization, the pilot combines these cues with 
 yaw-rate feedback. 

-filter gain and natural frequency on the performance 
ed pilots flying a helicopter simulation. Each pilot 
r to exclude adaptation and learning effects (personal 
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communication from author, August 2004). Due to time 
constraints, only some of the configurations were repeated, 
which introduced the possibility of experimenter bias. Pilot 
bias, however, was controlled for by preventing pilots from 
knowing which configuration they were flying. No 
statistical or power analyses were performed on the data, 
so the possibility that some of the results occurred by 
chance or that the variability within and between pilots has 
masked some effects cannot be excluded. The author’s 
criterion for accepting a result as reliable was congruence 
between objective and subjective data. 

 
Figure 4. Field-of-view for the vertical bob-up 
task  
 

2. Effect of Motion Cues 
1) Task: A 10 ft bob-up maneuver of a rotorcraft 

followed by stabilization in front of a hover target. The 
task started out as a precognitive task, followed by a 
compensatory stabilization.  

2) Vehicle dynamics: The vertical dynamics off the 
rotorcraft is a first-order rate command system (Eq. (7)). 
Therefore, from Table 2, the pilot transfer function for 
the compensatory part of task is of ΚP(s+a)e-τs type. 
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3) Visual cues: The cockpit FOV in the elevation was 

10° up and 15° down, as shown in Fig. 4. A chin 
window at the lower right extended the vertical FOV to 
–48°. At the initial hover position, the hover target, 
which was 10 ft above, was in sight. The OTW view 
contained a hover target for the stabilization task with 
limited background scene content. The visual cueing 
transport delay was 60 msec.  

4) Motion cues: The vertical motion-cueing fidelity investig
different levels of motion attenuation (Fig. 5).12 This was ac
washout filter frequencies. The vertical motion equivalent time

5) Conclusions from the study: First, the study found that ve
performance. Second, the study indicates that whether this eff
performance and behavior is a function of the fidelity or qualit

6) Lessons learned: Table 2 indicates that pilots' primary func
time history of the altitude stabilization part of the task afte
significant frequency content up to 0.4 Hz or 2.5 rad/sec. Th
system bandwidth of the vehicle, which is 0.3 rad/sec. Accor
therefore be to provide rate. According to Table 3, the princip
velocity. The OTW would have provided the vertical-velocity
the acceleration cues. When motion was absent in the study
characteristic. As motion cueing fidelity increased, an im
although the motion platform’s equivalent time delay lagged 
140 msec). This indicates that pilots were obtaining the vertic
via vestibular or proprioceptive mechanisms to improve damp

C. Review Study #3: Schroeder, Chung and Laforce's sideste
1. Validity and Reliability 

The study provides valid data on the effects of false coord
performance and pilot control inputs (workload). Subjective m
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hieved by varying the motion command gains and 
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rtical motion cues appeared to affect pilot-vehicle 
ect results in improvement or deterioration of pilot 
y of the motion cues. 
tion depends on the task frequency. The collective 
r the capture of the desired hover-position showed 
is is much higher than the vertical-rate command-
ding to Table 2, the pilot’s primary function would 
al simulation cue for the task would then be vertical 
 cues, and the motion system would have provided 
, the altitude response exhibited an under-damped 
proved altitude-damping response was observed, 
the visual transport delay by 80 msec (60 msec vs. 
al-velocity feedback by integrating cues perceived 

ing for the attitude stabilization.13 
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were also collected. Each of the three pilots 
experienced all configurations in random order, 
which reduced within-group variability and 
adaptation effects. No statistics or power analyses 
are provided.  
2. Effect of Motion Cues 
1) Task: A 20-ft lateral offset maneuver of a 

rotorcraft. The stabilization at the station-
keeping point is a compensatory task. 

2) Vehicle dynamics: Roll and lateral vehicle 
dynamics were a combined fourth-order single-
loop multi-DOF system as shown in Fig. 6 and 
described by Eq. (8), where LP=-4.5 rad/sec. 
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3) Visual cues: The simulator cockpit had a 

horizontal FOV of ±78° and vertical FOV of 10° up and 
and white stripes on the ground) during translation. Visual

Figure 7
Review

4) Motion cues: Motion commands were scaled from 0 (
scale) for both roll and lateral motion axes to test roll-m
shown in Fig. 7. No washout filter was used. 

5) Conclusions from the study: This study found roll and 
subjective perception of handling qualities and simulati
Lateral cues appeared important for this latter task.  

6) Lessons learned: Following the crossover model, the p
YPe=ΚPs2(s+a) e-τs. The pilot’s primary function is accele
visual cues would be limited and the principal motion cu
suggest that pilots used the motion cues to generate lead o
for improved lateral hover position control. 

D. Review #4: V1 cut takeoff from Go et al.10 

1. Validity and Reliability 
The data presented are part of a study examining th

evaluation and training, using a quasi-transfer paradigm. Th
which maneuver they would experience and were given 
demonstrate the application of the proposed approach. The 
motion affects pilot-vehicle performance and pilot behavio
were collected on these dependent variables. For the no-mo
motion and then the motion washed out without knowledge
carefully calibrated. Pilots experienced only one of the two 
They were counterbalanced across groups based on their ex
where no effect of motion was found, the resolution of th
effect could have been found.10 This required that 40 airlin
airplane participated in the experiment. 
2. Effect of Motion Cues  
1) Task: Stabilize airplane (B747-400) heading after engine
2) Vehicle dynamics: Directional motion was dominant 

dynamics during this time frame can be approximated by a
3) Visual cues: The visual system of the simulator had 180

and high resolution. Visual cueing transport delay of the s
4) Motion cues: The motion system consisted of a 6-DOF s

9 Hz bandwidth. Yaw motion was traded off for impr
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. Motion gain configuration investigated in 

 Study #3. 
15° down, with clearly marked ground reference (black 
-cue delay was 60 msec. 
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otion fidelity and lateral-coordination requirements as 

lateral motion-gain variation to be important for pilots’ 
on fidelity, but not for their positioning performance. 

ilot transfer function for the given task is of the type 
ration with a lead. From Table 3, the information from 
es would be accelerations. Indeed, the time history data 
r to integrate them to obtain lateral velocity information 

e effect of hexapod motion on recurrent airline-pilot 
e training phase of the study (where the pilots were told 
the chance to repeat it three times) is singled out to 
data provide a valid answer to the question of whether 
r in the simulator. Both objective and subjective data 
tion configuration, the simulator was initialized as for 
 of the pilots to prevent pilot bias. The equipment was 
motion conditions to prevent order and learning effects. 
perience. Power analyses showed that even in the cases 
e experiment was such that any operationally relevant 
e captains and first officers qualified for the simulated 

 failure at V1. This is a compensatory task. 
for a few seconds after the engine failure. The yaw 
 first-order rate-command system. 
° horizontal and 40° vertical FOV with high brightness 

imulator was about 130 msec. 
ynergistic hexapod platform with a 48 inch stroke and a 
oved lateral acceleration cues based on Sinacori-type 
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criteria.12,14 Cockpit side force was simulated by combining tilt and a high-pass washout filter of medium fidelity. 
Transport delay of the motion cues was about 90 msec. 

5) Conclusions from the study: The results showed that motion cues affect pedal-reaction time. No effect on 
performance due to this reaction-time difference was found, however, probably due to the relatively sluggish 
dynamics of the airplane. 

6) Lessons learned: Because the airplane’s dynamic-bandwidth was relatively low, the heading control system can 
be considered an acceleration system. Therefore, according to Table 2, the pilot’s primary function is to provide 
rate. According to Table 3, the motion cues would be important to provide the principal cue for the task, i.e., yaw 
rate, especially with minimal runway visual range. This principal cue, however, was not available due to the 
motion-system adjustment tradeoff mentioned above. Because the pilot position in the airplane is far in front of 
the c.g., the yaw motion induced lateral-acceleration at the pilot station. Pilots apparently used these lateral 
acceleration cues to reduce their reaction time to the engine failure. 

VIII. Discussion of Approach 
The approach uses the open-loop pilot-vehicle characteristics to clarify complex interactions between pilots’ 

control function and simulation cues based on type of task. Based on this approach, the concept of principal cues is 
constructed as a starting point to determine the cues pilots are using for a given task. In the limited number of 
reviews conducted, this approach provides physics-based insights into the relationship between the results of the 
study and how pilots use visual and motion cues. Contrary to expectation, the approach reveals that there is no linear 
relationship between principal cues and pilot-vehicle behavior. This appears to result from the fact that pilots use not 
only principal cues, which are defined as direct cues that do not require extensive processing, but also combine and 
process (e.g., integrate or differentiate) supplemental cues to extract the information necessary to successfully 
complete their tasks. This finding will be used to refine the procedure further. 

It should be noted that this approach is not an attempt to solve how motion cues affect pilot-vehicle behavior and 
performance issues that past studies tried to address. Rather, it offers a systematic process to review past studies to 
extract additional lessons and guidance for future experiments. No attempt was made to address aural and control-
inceptor cues, which may also affect pilot-vehicle behavior. This will be left to future elaborations of the approach. 

The approach requires that a study documents experiment design, vehicle dynamics and visual and motion 
cueing characteristics sufficiently to allow this kind of in-depth review. Even in the absence of this documentation, 
however, the approach may help develop a better understanding of the interaction between pilot-vehicle 
performance and behavior and simulation cues. 

IX. Summary of Lessons Learned 
The lessons learned from the four studies reviewed are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Summary of lessons learned from four studies reviewed by the approach 

Author Task Simulate
d vehicle 

type 

Vehicle 
dynamics 

DOF Estimated 
pilot 

function 

Visual cues Motion 
cues 

Results Remarks 

Schroeder12 Heading 
stabilization 

Rotorcraft Yaw rate, 
ωBW=0.27 

rad/sec 

Yaw 
and 

lateral 

ΚP se-τs FOV: ±40° 
horizontal, 
+10°/-15° 
vertical 
(front 
window); 
60 msec 
transport 
delay 

Full-
motion, no 
washout 
filter; 
130 msec 
delay for 
yaw and 
sway 

Yaw motion 
has no 
effect.  
Lateral 
motion 
effect is 
significant. 

Yaw motion 
has no effect.  
Pilots 
integrate 
lateral motion 
cues to 
improve yaw 
rate feedback 

Schroeder12 Vertical 
stabilization 

Rotorcraft Vertical 
speed, 

ωBW=0.3 
rad/sec 

Vertical ΚP se-τs FOV: ±78° 
horizontal, 
+10°/-15° 
vertical 
(front 
window); 
60 msec 
transport 
delay 

Varied 
washout 
filter gain 
and 
frequency; 
140 msec 
delay for 
vertical 

Vertical 
motion has 
effects on 
pilot 
performance 
and 
subjective 
motion 
fidelity  

Pilots 
integrate 
vertical 
acceleration 
to improve 
vertical 
velocity 
feedback 

Schroeder 
and Chung7

Sidestep Rotorcraft Roll rate, 
ωBW=4.5 

Roll 
and 

ΚPs2(s+a) 
e-τs

FOV: ±78° 
horizontal, 

Varied roll 
and lateral 

Both roll 
and lateral 

Better 
understanding 
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Author Task Simulate
d vehicle 

type 

Vehicle 
dynamics 

DOF Estimated 
pilot 

function 

Visual cues Motion 
cues 

Results Remarks 

rad/sec lateral +10°/-15° 
vertical 
(front 
window); 
60 msec 
transport 
delay 

gains, no 
washout 
filter; 
60 msec 
delay for 
roll and 
lateral 

motion 
affect 
pilots’ 
perception 
and control 
activities, 
but not 
performance 

for multi-axis 
maneuver 
needs to be 
developed 

Go et al.10 V1 cut Transport Yaw rate Yaw 
and 

lateral 

ΚP se-τs FOV: 180° 
horizontal, 
40° 
vertical; 
130 msec 
transport 
delay 

Medium 
fidelity for 
lateral, no 
yaw 
motion; 
90 msec 
delay 

Motion cues 
had an 
effect on 
pedal 
reaction 
time 

Pilots use 
lateral 
acceleration 
cue for faster 
pedal 
response to 
engine failure 

 

X. Concluding Remarks 
1) An approach based on pilot-vehicle closed-loop control theory is developed to aid the interpretation of past 

studies investigating motion cueing effects.  
2) The review process helps to develop a systematic understanding of factors that may determine the effectiveness 

of motion cues in a ground-based flight simulation, but needs further adjustment to include consideration of other 
simulation cues such as control inceptor cues and aural cues. 

3) The process helps to define the relationship between pilot-vehicle behavior and simulation cues. 
4) Detailed documentation of vehicle dynamics and visual and motion cueing characteristics are recommended for 

future studies investigating the effect of simulation cues. 
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